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Investment Prospectus 2011 - 2020

The purpose
of this document
WildEyre is an ambitious conservation project covering
over 1 million hectares on the spectacular west coast of
Eyre Peninsula in South Australia.
This document outlines a 10 year investment program
that will transform conservation planning efforts into
large-scale, on-ground action.
Twenty six individual projects, costed at approximately
$36 million, are outlined. Investment is currently being
sought from local and federal government, philanthropic
organisations and via corporate sponsorship.

Kangaroo on the Eyre Peninsula coast [Katrina Pobke]
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The case for investment
The 1.2 million hectares covered by WildEyre is
recognised as of state and national significance in
terms of biodiversity conservation. It is a focus area
for The Wilderness Society’s WildCountry Program,
the South Australian Government’s East meets
West NatureLinks Program and Greening Australia’s
Transforming Our Landscapes Program.
Millenium Giant [Bill Doyle]

WildEyre
Vision
Statement
A vibrant community
living amongst pristine
coastal environments,
intact mallee habitats
and restored tracts
of Sheoak Grassy
Woodlands, all of which
support the recovery
of the region’s most
threatened fauna and
flora species.

Located on the wild west coast of the Eyre
Peninsula, the project area contains some
of the largest, most intact and connected
areas of bushland in Australia’s southern
agricultural regions.

Protecting WildEyre’s significant ecological
attributes has led to collaboration between
some of this country’s largest environmental
organisations, working together in this
important area of wildlife habitat.

The area is home to a range of threatened
plant and animal species, some of which
are found nowhere else on earth. These
include species such as the West Coast
Mintbush (Prostanthera calycina), Little
Patty Starfish (Parvulastra parvivipara)
and the Sandhill Dunnart (Sminthopsis
psammophila).

The WildEyre team includes Greening
Australia, The Wilderness Society, The
Nature Conservation Society of SA,
Department of Environment & Natural
Resources and the Eyre Peninsula
Natural Resources Management Board.

Furthermore WildEyre’s coastal zone is
recognised as critically important to a
range of shorebirds of international
significance.

This combination of people, expertise
and local knowledge ensures your
investment in WildEyre will result
in a significant natural legacy for all
Australians to enjoy.

Sea-lions on rocks at nearby Waldegrave Island Conservation Park Eyre Peninsula [Bill Doyle]
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Sheringa Cliffs, Eyre Peninsula [John White Photos]
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The challenge
The challenge for WildEyre is to restore healthy
ecosystems and species populations across the full
diversity of habitat types. The fundamental strategy is
to protect the large intact tracts of native vegetation as
‘core habitat areas’ and to address the critical threats to
the vulnerable habitats within the agricultural zone.

The Malleefowl (Leipoa ocellata)
is listed as Vulnerable in SA [ Keith Baseley]

“With large areas
of both intact and
modified native
habitats the WildEyre
project presents both
significant opportunities
and challenges. The
WildEyre team has a
tremendous depth of
expertise, but ultimately,
success will depend on
commitment from all
levels of government,
land managers and the
wider community.”
Matt Turner
WildCountry Scientist,
The Wilderness Society

To many the wild west coast of Eyre
Peninsula can seem like a tough and
rugged landscape. However, the impact
of native vegetation clearance, feral animals,
invasive weeds and over-grazing has taken
its toll. Without intervention and significant
on ground action populations of native
plant and animal species will continue
to decline ultimately leading to the local
extinction of some.
The good news is there remains within
the WildEyre project area much of the
original vegetation and associated
flora and fauna species. Despite a high
percentage of cover remaining in these

‘core habitat areas’ their significant
conservation values will be lost if current
threats such as fire, feral animals and
weeds are not controlled.
In contrast, the impact of historical
vegetation clearance and over-grazing
on the more productive soils has resulted
in the devastating loss of over 95% of
the region’s Sheoak grassy woodlands,
including important vegetation buffers
for coastal wetlands.
A crucial element of the WildEyre project
is to restore large tracts of native vegetation
and wildlife habitat in these areas.

Some threatened species and
ecological communities of concern
Mammals

Threat

Australian Sea-lion (Neophoca cinerea)
Sandhill Dunnart (Sminthopsis psammophila)

State vulnerable
Nationally endangered

Birds
Malleefowl (Leipoa ocellata)
Plains-wanderer (Pedionomus torquatus)
Hooded Plover (Thinornis rubricollis)
White-Bellied Sea-Eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster)
Eastern Osprey (Pandion haliaetus)
Yellow-tailed Black-cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus funereus)
Diamond Firetail (Stagonopleura guttata)

Nationally vulnerable
Nationally vulnerable
State vulnerable
State endangered
State endangered
State vulnerable
State vulnerable

Flora
West Coast Mintbush (Prostanthera calycina)

State vulnerable

Vegetation communities
Sheoak (Allocasuarina verticillata) Grassy Woodlands
Thatching Grass (Gahnia filum) Sedgelands
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State vulnerable
State vulnerable

The White-bellied Sea-Eagle (Haliaeetus leucogaster)
is listed as Endangered in SA [ Keith Baseley]
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The response
The WildEyre team has joined forces to develop a united
ecological vision for the region. Four integrated programs
covering 26 strategic projects have been identified to
achieve the conservation goals of WildEyre.

Murphys Haystacks, Eyre Peninsula
[ Tim Phillips Photos]

“An alliance like this is
rare…it brings together
so many groups that
normally have vastly
different agendas, but
who share an ecological
vision for the landscape.
The partners have put
politics aside to focus on
conservation outcomes
for the area.”
Andrew Freeman

WildEyre’s key projects have been
strategically developed using the
Conservation Action Planning (CAP)
process – a landscape-scale planning
methodology developed and refined
over the past 20 years by the U.S. based
environmental organisation The Nature
Conservancy.
This process is underpinned by sound
science and an in-depth understanding
of landscape conservation and is used in
thousands of projects worldwide.

The WildEyre team have developed these
programs to meet 18 key conservation
goals for the project area as identified
through the CAP process (refer WildEyre
summary document).
This prospectus outlines the additional
investment sought to meet these goals
over the next ten years. Each partner
organisation provides significant in-kind
contribution annually.

Breakdown of WildEyre program investment
(80% on ground work)

Biodiversity Program Manager,
Eyre Peninsula Natural Resources
Management Board
On-ground
conservation projects
Monitoring
and evaluation
Coordination, governance
and administration
Science, research and
technical planning
Promotion, marketing
and fundraising
Community / landholder
engagement

Pie chart seedling image: Acacia longifolia subsp. sophorae [Matt Turner]
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How you can help
Partnership and investment opportunities
Investment Budget 2011-2020

Periodic / Once-off

Annual (+CPI)

10 Year (+CPI)

1		

Laying the foundations 			

1.1

Project Coordination, Governance and Administration		

$150,000

$1,500,000

1.2

Promotion, Marketing & Fund-Raising
• Fund-raising Officer
• Promotional Landscape DVD
• Investors Forum and Tour

$40,000
$40,000

$75,000
-

$750,000
$40,000
$40,000

		

TOTAL

$80,000

$225,000

$2,330,000

2		

Securing Knowledge 			

2.1

Science, Research & Planning
• Conservation Action Planning (CAP)
• CAP Scoping Reports / Research Projects

$100,000

$50,000
-

$500,000
$100,000

      
      
      

Environmental Monitoring & Data Management
• State of the Environment Reports, every 5 years (3)
• Bushland Condition & On-ground Works Monitoring
• Woodland / Shorebird Bird Monitoring
• Threatened Species Monitoring (fauna & flora)
• Threat-based Monitoring (e.g. weeds, feral animals)
• Management & Analysis of Monitoring Data

$150,000
-

$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000

$150,000
$500,000
$500,000
$500,000
$500,000
$500,000

		

TOTAL

$250,000

$300,000

$3,250,000

3

Supporting local communities 			

2.2

3.1

Private Landholders - Engagement & Support

-

$100,000

$1,000,000

3.2

Indigenous Engagement & Support

-

$50,000

$50,000

		

TOTAL

-

$150,000

$1,500,000

4

On-ground conservation 			

4.1

Conservation of the Coastal Zone
• Coastal Weed Control
• Fencing of High Priority Coastal Dunes and Cliffs
• Management of Coastal Recreational Impacts

-

$150,000
$180,000
$100,000

$1,500,000
$1,800,000
$1,000,000

Restoration of Sheoak Grassy Woodlands
• Protection of High Quality Sheoak Woodlands
• Regeneration of Recoverable Sheoak Woodlands
• Revegetation of Sheoak Woodlands  

-

$120,000
$360,000
$300,000

$1,200,000
$3,600,000
$3,000,000

Vegetation Buffers and Linkages Project
• Sub-coastal Swamps Vegetation Buffers
• Sand Mallee Dunetop Vegetation Buffers &  Linkages

-

$100,000
$500,000

$1,000,000
$5,000,000

Private Lands Stewardship Project
• Private Land Stewardship for Mallee Box & Red Gum
Woodlands (under-protected ecosystems)

-

$550,000

$5,500,000

Fox, Cat & Rabbit Control to
Protect Threatened Species and Communities
• Strategic Landscape-scale Control of Foxes and Cats
• Management of Coastal Recreational Impacts

-

$200,000
$200,000

$2,000,000
$2,000,000

4.6

Ecological Burns Project

-

$200,000

$2,000,000

		

TOTAL

-

$2,960,000

$29,600,000

$3300,000

$3,635,000

$36,680,000

4.2

4.3

4.4
		
4.5
		

		program TOTAL

Pelicans at Venus Bay [ Betty AN]
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Laying the foundation
Building strong foundations for WildEyre through
investing in the very best people to coordinate,
promote and attract investment is vital to its long term
success. Local people with a passion and commitment
to the area form the foundation of our operations.

Elegant Parrot (Neophema elegans)
[Keith Baseley]

“Tellus in ac amet, libero
neque magna. Ante eu
phasellus quis, porttitor
massa ultrices, suscipit nisl
sit id laoreet. Suspendisse
ornare dolor volutpat
neque, eget ac, amet eu,
wisi morbi. Pharetra eget
mauris nulla, ut malesuada
aliquam, adipisimcing
ipsum dolor maecenas.”
xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx

Project Coordination, Governance & Administration Investing in the Right People ($150,000 p.a.)
The ambitious scale of WildEyre’s operation requires the very best coordination, governance
and administration to ensure good management of hard-won conservation dollars.
The Project Manager is supported by local champions, the people who live and breathe the
project each day, and coordinate operations and resources.

Raising Awareness
($80,000 one off)
Promoting the importance and beauty of the rugged WildEyre landscape is in many ways
an easy task. Key tools to raise awareness of the project throughout Australia and overseas
include a website, promotional DVD, investors forum and tours of the area.

Developing Partnerships & Securing Investment
($75,000 p.a.)
Without large-scale, on-going investment into WildEyre’s operations, the hard work done
to date will only get so far. A professional approach to attracting investment and forming
partnerships with corporates, philanthropic and government organisations is critical to
working at the landscape scale.

10

Boogie Boarder at Kiana [Matt Turner]
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Securing knowledge bringing science to the paddock
Bringing the best science into the paddock is a key priority
for the WildEyre project. This involves the application of
the latest planning methodologies, research findings and
innovative on-ground techniques. Monitoring, evaluating
and recording the results of our efforts are essential for
on-going learning and adaptive management.
Little Patty (Parvulastra parvivipara) at Smooth Pool*
[Matt Turner]

“Tellus in ac amet,
libero neque magna.
Ante eu phasellus quis,
porttitor massa ultrices,
suscipit nisl sit id laoreet.
Suspendisse ornare dolor
volutpat neque, eget
ac, amet eu, wisi morbi.
Pharetra eget mauris
nulla, ut malesuada
aliquam, adipisimcing
ipsum dolor maecenas.”
Emma Coates
NatureLinks Officer,
Department for Environment
and Natural Resources

* More info here:
   http://www.publish.csiro.au/paper/MF07084.htm
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Science, Research and Planning 		
($100,000 Year one + $50,000 p.a.)
Conservation Action Planning (CAP) is the central planning tool used to develop the key
conservation strategies and goals for WildEyre. Support for on-going planning, prioritisation
and research is essential to ensure a best-practice approach to conservation.

Environmental Monitoring and Data Management
($250,000 p.a. + additional $50,000 every 5 years)
Environmental monitoring checks that our on-ground conservation actions are achieving
their goals, those areas for improvement are identified and those improvements put into
practice.
This involves monitoring and recording data on the condition of bushland areas, woodland
birds, shorebirds, threatened species, on-ground work sites and the threat posed by invasive
species and wildfire.
This data is analysed to understand the improvement in the overall health of the WildEyre
landscape over time and will be presented in 5 yearly State of the Environment Reports.  

Part of the WildEyre Team at Lake Newland [Matt Turner]

Eucalyptus Shrubland, Hambidge Wilderness Protection Area [Matt Turner]
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Supporting local communities
Understanding and responding to the needs of local
people is not only an important social responsibility,
it ensures that on-ground projects are strategically
developed to reflect the aspirations, and encourage the
participation, of local land managers and indigenous
communities.

Coffin Bay - Sir Isaac Peninsula fishing*
[Bill Doyle]

“Tellus in ac amet,
libero neque magna.
Ante eu phasellus quis,
porttitor massa ultrices,
suscipit nisl sit id laoreet.
Suspendisse ornare dolor
volutpat neque, eget
ac, amet eu, wisi morbi.
Pharetra eget mauris
nulla, ut male.”
Indigenous Rep
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Engaging Farmers and Local Communities 		
($100,000 p.a.)
Although large areas of land are formally protected in conservation parks, private landholders
and farming communities manage the majority of the biodiversity assets in the project area.
Targeting, engaging and supporting private land managers in priority areas is critical to
achieve WildEyre’s conservation goals. This involves developing good personal relationships
and identifying strong linkages between conservation, sustainable farming and vibrant
rural communities.

Supporting Indigenous People
and Connections to Country
($50,000 p.a.)
Traditional owners retain strong connections to country throughout the WildEyre landscape.
Acknowledging, respecting and supporting indigenous communities’ connection to
country is a key objective of the WildEyre project.
Opportunities are being investigated to record traditional ecological knowledge, manage
culturally significant sites, provide training in Conservation and Land Management, and
increase involvement in the approvals process for on-ground works.

* © 2007
Department for Environment and Heritage
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My family- Ucontitchie Hill Granite outcrop [Matt Turner]
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On-ground conservation
Large-scale, on-ground action to conserve the spectacular
habitats and species of Western Eyre Peninsula, while
sustaining local communities, is at the core of the
WildEyre project. Six major on-ground projects have
been developed to address critical threats and support
community action.

Bush Condition Monitoring [Keith Baseley]

“The WildEyre region
contains extensive
areas of National Parks
and Reserves. However
many threatened assets,
such as Sheoak Grassy
Woodlands, are found
predominantly on
private land. We need
to develop innovative
programs to engage
private landholders in
conservation works
to ensure the vision of
WildEyre is achieved.”

Conservation of the Coastal Zone 		
WildCoast
The WildEyre coast includes some one of the most spectacular and ecologically significant
areas in the country. It is an important area for shorebirds of international significance,
the Chain of Bays region is nationally recognised as a critical aquatic ecosystem, and the
endangered Osprey and White-bellied Sea-Eagle nest amongst coastal cliffs.
The WildCoast project includes the management of recreational impacts, fencing of coastal
dunes and cliffs and controlling invasive weeds such as African Boxthorn.

Restoration of Sheoak Grassy Woodlands 		
Saving the Sheaok
Sheoak Grassy Woodlands on western Eyre Peninsula are amongst the most highly cleared
vegetation communities in South Australia with less than 5% of their pre-European cover
remaining.
Saving the Sheoak has the ambitious aim to protect and restore thousands of hectares of
Sheoak Woodlands through stewardship payments to farmers to control stock grazing and
a large-scale revegetation program.

Tim Milne

Vegetation Buffers and Linkages Project

Nature Conservation Society of SA

The Missing Links

		

Sub-coastal wetlands, granite outcrops and sand mallee dune-tops in the WildEyre landscape
are relatively small in size and commonly surrounded by cleared lands supporting agriculture.
The Missing Links project will establish large-scale vegetation buffers for these important
areas and restore landscape linkages between the core habitats of central Eyre Peninsula
and the coast.
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Private Lands Stewardship Project 		
Cash for Conservation
Red Gum and Mallee Box Woodlands are poorly represented within conservation parks
on Western Eyre Peninsula with less than 20% managed for conservation.
Cash for Conservation will target landholders in high priority areas and provide
stewardship payments to encourage best-practice management of under-represented
plant communities.

Fox, Cat and Rabbit Control to Protect Threatened
Species and Ecological Communities
Fighting the Ferals
Introduced foxes and cats are a threat to many native ground-dwelling animals
including the nationally vulnerable Mallee Fowl. Rabbits, when in high numbers, can
also seriously degrade the vegetation condition of threatened plant communities such
as Sheoak Grassy Woodlands.
Fighting the Ferals will strategically target high priority areas to minimise the impact of
foxes, cats and rabbits on threatened species and ecosystems.

Ecological Burns to Protect Threatened Species & 		
Regenerate Fire-Dependent Ecosystems
Fire regimes across Australia have changed dramatically since European settlement.
Formerly regular, patchy, cooler burns to now more infrequent, larger-scale, hotter burns.
It is these large hot wildfires that can quickly wipe out threatened species populations
and habitats. In contrast, the complete absence and suppression of fire can also have
detrimental impacts on fire dependent ecosystems.
Understanding and implementing an appropriate fire regime is critical to conservation
of species at the landscape scale.

Southern Right Whales, Great Australian Bight [Matt Turner]
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Capacity to deliver
Meeting the conservation challenge of WildEyre is
beyond the capacity of any one group. Members of the
WildEyre team include community members working
alongside some of the SA’s leading experts in native
vegetation management, habitat restoration, landscape
conservation, and monitoring and evaluation.

Dragon, Eyre Peninsula [ Jana Bradley]

“Working together,
integrating projects
and combining resources
will be the essence of
achieving long term,
broad-scale change across
the WildEyre landscape.”
Mark Anderson
Chief Executive SA,
Greening Australia

With over 28 years of experience in
native vegetation management and
habitat restoration Greening Australia
has developed into Australia’s largest
environmental non-government
organisation with over 300 staff in 40
locations across the continent.
The Wilderness Society (TWS)
is a national, community-based,
environmental advocacy organisation
whose purpose is to protect, promote
and restore wilderness and natural
processes across Australia for the survival
and ongoing evolution of life on Earth.
The Department for Environment
& Natural Resources (DENR) is the
Government of South Australia’s lead
environment agency. DENR is a new
department that brings conservation of
the environment and the management
of natural resources together.

Sailing boat motoring - early morning [Matt Turner]
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The Nature Conservation Society of SA
is a major environmental group celebrating
over forty years of devoting its energies to
ensuring the survival of South Australia’s
biodiversity.
The Eyre Peninsula Natural Resources
Management Board (EPNRM) is
committed to working with the local
community to improve the rich resources
that underpin our quality of life. Their goal
is to protect and enhance the region’s
economic, agricultural and industrial
sustainability while maintaining a healthy
environment for the local community
and visitors to enjoy.
The WildEyre team has the expertise to
deliver significant on ground results and
is dedicated to the local community and
evironment. You can be confident your
investment into WildEyre is in safe hands.

This is an opportunity unlike any other.
The results of your 10 year investment will
live on for 1000 years.

Working together
The success of WildEyre depends on
strong organisational partnerships
with the support of local communities,
visionary business leaders and
large-scale investment.
Our approach combines the forces of the
private and public sectors, community,
business and government.
The WildEyre team is looking for partners
and investors willing to not only protect
and restore this precious landscape,
but also create new, more sustainable
opportunities for local communities.
To discuss your support for the WildEyre
program please contact one of the
following partner organisations:

• Greening Australia
• The Wilderness Society
• Department for Environment
& Natural Resources

• Eyre Peninsula Natural Resources
Management Board

• The Nature Conservation Society
of South Australia

Port Lincoln Ringneck (Barnardius zonarius)
[Keith Baseley]
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Contact us
Please contact one of the organisations below to discuss
how you might become involved in the WildEyre project.

www.wildeyre.com.au
The WildEyre website aims to promote the valuable
conservation work being undertaken on western Eyre Peninsula.

Eyre Peninsula Natural Resources Management Board
(08) 8682 7555 • www.epnrm.sa.gov.au
Department of Environment and Natural Heritage
(08) 8688 3111 • www.environment.sa.gov.au
The Wilderness Society
(08) 8231 6586 • www.wilderness.org.au
Greening Australia
(08) 8372 0100 • www.greeningaustralia.org.au
Nature Conservation Society of South Australia
(08) 7127 4630 • www.ncssa.asn.au
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